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Amazon introduces Your Furniture StyleBook

Customers can now easily browse through Amazon’s vast 
Furniture catalog to find a personalized selection matching 
their personal tastes and style.

SEATTLE– October 2014 - Amazon.com (Nasdaq: AMZN) 
announced the launch of a new Furniture shopping experience 
for that will help customers hone in on exactly what they are 
looking for. Shoppers who have something specific in mind 
have little difficulty finding it, but those with only a general idea 
of what they want find it more difficult to navigate the large 
number of items in the Amazon furniture catalog. “Amazon is 
great when I already know exactly what I need,” said 
Raymond, an Amazon customer. “I just search for it or even 
reorder from a previous order, but last week I searched for a 
sofa and I got lost in the results and there was no way to find 
just the sofas that match my personal style.”

Now when customers like Raymond search on Amazon they 
will be able to use the new “Furniture StyleBook” shopping 
assistant. Simply clicking “love it” or “hate it” on individual 
products, Amazon’s style based recommendation engine will 
narrow the search results down to include items that are 
similar to in style, placement, type and price to items 
customers love and exclude items customers dislike.  -

Asked about the new experience, Raymond said “It’s great. I 
knew I needed a new sofa, but I wasn’t quite sure what kind. 
After searching for 3-seater sofa, there were still so many 
decisions to make. Fabric? Color? Casual vs Antique? 
Recliner? Instead of thinking about all of those questions and 
typing in another search, I just keep hitting the 'like' & 'dislike' 
option. I ended up getting a bunch of similar sofas. There were 
even some sofa styles that I didn’t know about before”.

Because of the breadth of Amazon’s selection, searching for 
“Sofa” returns results that include Corner Sofas, Antique 
Sofas, Settees, Chaise Lounges, Love-seats. Even within 
Sectional Sofas, there are many different styles and Fabric 
types. “We’ve noticed that being ‘The Everything Store’ also 
had its downsides. Our customers were having difficulty 
finding what they were looking for using broad search terms”, 
said Adam Goetsch, Director of Home Furnishings. “Our new 
shopping experience lets the customer curate their own 
selection according to their personal taste and style based on 
a visual shopping experience rather than resorting simply to 
searching or browsing.” 
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Make it fun, useful, or both
An interactive discovery experience should delight customers and engage their sense of style. While we expect this feature will positively impact 
conversion, we are explicitly targeting customer engagement and return visits which indicate excitement and interest in discovering new products. 

Experiment a lot 
This is a unique discovery mechanism for customers that will introduce new design patterns and visual language. We should boldly innovate both 
around the customer experience and the underlying algorithms that power this experience. 

Our data is powerful and precious
Collecting explicit signals (both positive and negative) directly from customers allows us to develop powerful and precise recommendation sets.   

Customer privacy and trust are paramount
We will judiciously collect customer data that allows us to build better recommendations. Customers will be able to share their recommendations 
and interaction with this feature and we will ensure that sharing and data collection is transparent to customers and in their control.
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How is this different from filtering by category or department?
Your Furniture StyleBook is a collection of inclusions (likes) and exclusions (dislikes) that will 
generate a set of recommendations specific to each customer based on their preferences. 
This experience enables a “Shop by Example” experience where Amazon can build a set of 
results and recommendations that most closely match what the customer is looking for by 
style.

I like the way I search now. Is anything going away?
No. Your Furniture StyleBook does not influence existing search by any means. If applied, it 
just arranges the search results based on preferences.

Can I change my preferences after making my initial choice? What if I no 
longer like a particular style after few days?
Absolutely. You can visit Your Furniture StyleBook update your preferences. You can change 
your likes to dislikes or vice versa and also can remain neutral by deleting the item listing from 
your previously selected items.

Will this feature be available only while searching? What if I am already on 
product detail pages?
Your Furniture StyleBook will initially be available in its own experience. We plan to eventually 
extend to Detail pages and Search pages.

How does this work?
Amazon will mine all associated attributes of liked and disliked products along with purchase 
patterns from other customers to come up with search ranking of results.

For the current launch scope, we are associating SIMS data with customer likes and dislikes 
to recommend most suitable furniture listings. Search results ranking would be done in 
consecutive launch phase.

In future phases, we are planning to extract attributes from customer liked items, ran them 
through machine learning algorithms and apply result as rank association with search results 
e.g. likes may indicate that customer like brown, neutral to grey and dislike black. Similarly, it 
can indicate that customer like suede fabric, neutral to corduroy fabric and dislike leather 
fabric. Upon searching for Sofas, re-arrangement Amazon would do is to give highest ranking 
to Brown suede sofa and lowest to black leather sofa. 

Will this cause additional latency on search results pages?
No. As Your Furniture StyleBook will not impact any search workflow but only doing rank 
based prioritization of search results on customer action, no additional latency would be 
introduced on search pages.

Outside of the standalone experience and search, where else will this 
experience extend?
Your Furniture StyleBook has multiple applications, we believe, across the Amazon user 
experience. These include various standalone implementations for specific product sets in 
categories, as a mobile and online ‘game’, integrated with search results as a ‘Shop by 
Example’ search assistant, on the detail page, and as a merchandised storefront widget.

Is this going to be available only for US Furniture?
As of now, Your Furniture StyleBook will be launched for US Furniture only. However, we 
expect to be able to expand this experience to many categories and all countries.
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4 
The primary metrics that will influence product direction and decisions are customer 
retention, engagement, and return visits. We will use the data we collect to analyze 
the effect of changes we make to the UX and algorithm on these three focus areas. 

To measure the effectiveness of the StyleBook, we should capture the following 
metrics:

• Attributed GMS & Units based on first discovery model

• Customer count visiting the StyleBook and differentiating between new 
customers to the experience and return customers

• Either customer id or session id should be captured depending on customers 
auth status - this allows for additional analysis of customer behavior. 

•  Frequency of repeat visits

•  Ingress method (external from search or link, subnav, email, other)

• Dwell time for overall experience as well as breakdown of dwell time by tab/
section (ie, dwell time for each product category/node + dwell time on likes tab 

•  % of customers browsing on mobile vs desktop; % of customers who browse 
on mobile only and desktop only

•  ASINs liked & disliked

•  Previously liked/disliked ASINs that are changed to the opposite or marked 
neutral. 

We should ensure the browse experience is fully ref tagged so we can differentiate between:

• Clicks on ASIN images vs title

• Clicks on the like/dislike buttons on the main page vs in the mini-details view

• Clicks to different categories and likes pages. 
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5 
This is the first iteration of the 
Stylebook. After some learnings from 
the initial launch we are moving to our 
V2 updates.

A. The current experience only allows 
the user to view products from the 
Living Room browse node and you 
cannot shop other rooms.

B. The current experience uses a 
tabbed navigation between 
recommendations, your likes, and 
dislikes.

C. Users click here. The product tile 
launches a mini detail page modal. 
There are some spacing issues with 
the product images and their titles on 
the current tile.

A

B

C
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5.1 
When a user clicks on a product tile a 
mini detail page will display.

A. The current experience doesn't 
allow customers to add to cart which 
limits the customers capabilities while 
shopping.

A
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6 
After the launch of Stylebook we have received some customer feedback that speaks 
to some issues to be addressed in our V2 launch:

"It would be nice if we weren't bombarded with items close to 
the ones we liked. Instead, a variety should be added to keep 
the browsing going. Also, it would be appreciated if the page 
didn't reload once a like or dislike was hit."

"It drives me crazy when you dislike something that you start at 
the top of the page,,,,needing to go through everything again to 
get back to where you were. you end up going through mostly 
the exact same items numerous times. Grrrrrrr"

"No way to sort by price, wanted a love sofa and couldn't narrow it down."

"Why would I recommend this if I can't buy anything? There's no explanation 
given of WTH this is - why would you have it on your site if people can't buy 
anything?"
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8 
If this is the first visit to Stylebook they 
will start on the landing page.

A. Users click here.  Users will be 
prompted to select a room from the 
select dropdown which will also 
familiarize them with how to change 
rooms when they get to the Stylebook 
main page. 

A
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8.1 
Once the user selects a room and 
lands on the Stylebook main page 
they will be prompted with a click and 
learn modal.

A. The modal will display a product 
and the like and dislike buttons.

B. Users click here.  The user will 
select like or dislike for 5 distinct 
ASINs this will affect the 
recommendations for their selected 
room. 

Interaction Note: After a user selects 
like or dislike another ASIN will slide in 
from the right within the modal. 

C. The "I'm Done" button will allow the 
user to dismiss the modal if they 
choose not to go through the "click 
and learn" experience.

A

B

C
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8.2
After the user selects some products 
to like or dislike the modal will 
disappear and new results will load for 
the selected room.

A. The room selected will display in 
the Stylebook nav bar. The user can 
use this select dropdown to view 
products from a different room.

B. "All" products in that room will be 
displayed by default. The user can 
filter by selecting a sub category in a 
room with this menu.

C. Users click here. For V2 I have 
removed the thumbnails of products 
added to Your Likes in order to reduce 
noise and since the images were so 
small there wasn't a lot of value 
added. The functionality remains the 
same as it is today.

D. Once the user scrolls past a 
specific point the Stylebook nav bar 
will be "sticky" to the top of the 
browser.

A

D

C

B
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8.3
In order to add a product to the cart 
the user will click on a product tile to 
launch a mini detail page modal. 

A. Users click here. On hover over a 
product tile a "Product Details" note 
will display to notify that a user can 
click anywhere to launch the product 
details.

B. After a user clicks on the product 
tile a Product Details modal will 
display. 

C. The dislike and like icon will be left 
aligned as a secondary action and 
"Add to wishlist" and "Add to cart" will 
be primary calls to action for the 
modal. 

Note: To exit the modal the user can 
select the "X" or click off of the modal.

A

B

C
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8.4
To navigate to Your Likes the user can 
select the link on the top right of the 
Stylebook nav bar.

A. To return to the recommendations 
page the user can use this link.

B. While on the "Your Likes" page the 
link will be highlighted and bolded.

C. As the user scrolls a minimized 
version of the Stylebook nav bar 
displays for easy navigation.

D. If the user wants to remove any 
items from their likes they can simply 
click on the heart icon and it will 
immediately remove the item from the 
list and the other items will slide into 
its place.

Note: Dislikes will have the exact 
same interactions except the products 
listed will show only the "no sign" 
instead of a heart.

A

B

C

D
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Much of the experience for Stylebook is made up of small 
interactions. This section will spec out the most common and 
detailed interactions for Stylebook.
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9.1 
1. Every time a user clicks on dislike or 
like the "product card" will slide right. 
The "product card" is defined as the 
bounded area that includes the 
product image and like and dislike 
buttons.

2. The product card will slide right with 
up to 5 selections. 

Note: the row of product cards is 
shown only to illustrate the style of 
interaction. The action will only take 
place within the bounded area.

3. Once the animation is complete the 
user can select like or dislike on the 
next product card. After 5 cards have 
been liked/disliked the modal window 
will close and refresh the results only, 
not the entire page.

1

2

3
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9.2 
1. On hover of the icons on the 
product card the icons will change 
color to indicate they are clickable. 

2. Once the user clicks on "Like" the 
product card will move to the "Your 
Likes" link. The animation will be a 
smooth direct path across the page 
and the card will shrink and fade as it 
reaches the link. 

1

2
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9.3 
3. Once the card reaches the link area 
the heart will "pulse" once  and the 
number will be updated to give the 
user feedback that the addition has 
been made. 

Phase 1: Product card fades and 
shrinks into the Like Link. 

Phase 2: The heart icon pulses. 

Phase 3: The heart icon ends in its 
default state. 

3

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
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9.4 
4. While the heart interaction is firing 
the product results will be refreshing 
for the user. This happens in two 
ways. 

4.1 The results previous to the liked 
product will gray out/lighten in opacity. 
These products will be "neutral" since 
the customer did not interact with 
them. 

Note: If the user hovers over a grayed 
out product the product card will 
become opaque and allow all of the 
same interactions as other product 
cards. 

4.2 Any products that follow the 
neutral product cards will refresh in a 
one-by-one fashion as a slide in from 
the left motion. This will represent all 
new ASINs that are a result of the liked 
product. 

Neutral Product Neutral Product

4.1 4.2

4
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10 
These specs should be used as a guideline for key Stylebook 
features and widgets.
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10.1 
These specs should be used as a guideline for key Stylebook 
features and widgets.

Like Symbol
Height: 24px
Default: #333333
Hover: ##F6A3B0

Product Image
Size: 270px X 270px
Padding: 15px 15px 15px 20px

Product Card
Border: 1px solid #EDEDED
Size: 300px X 350px

Box-shadow
0 4px 4px 2px #f3f3f3

Dislike Symbol
Height: 24px
Default: #333333
Hover: #EEEEEE

Product Card

Product Image
Size: 270px X 
270px

Product Card
Border: 1px solid 
#EDEDED
Size: 300px X 350px

Box-shadow
None

Dislike Symbol
Height: 50px
Default: #333333
Hover: #EEEEEE

Like Symbol
Height: 50px
Default: #333333
Hover: #F6A3B0

Click & Learn Modal
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10.2 
These specs should be used as a guideline for key Stylebook 
features and widgets.

List
Should align with the text, 
review stars, and price.

Dislike Symbol
Height: 24px
Default: #333333
Hover: #EEEEEE

Mini Detail Page Modal

Like Symbol
Height: 24px
Default: #333333
Hover: #F6A3B0

Add to Cart Button
This button should be right 
aligned.

Wish List Button
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